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The Consulting Office will be closed every Monday franm 13:30-14:30 for
staff meetings. If extension 579 is busy, a message may be left on exten-
sion 313.

08:30-12:30 13:00-17:00

MONDAY Ken Hansen Harsh Anand Passi
'TUESDAY Ann Cowley Dan Anderson
WEDNESDAY Harsh Anand Passi Dave Kennison
THURSDAY Barb Horner Dan Anderson
FRIDAY Erich Thanhardt Dave Kennison

SC[TIIXI.B (P MAIlm IM VAILBILITY
All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as
follows: CRAY,C1, 06:00-08:00 (T Th); CRAY,CA, 06:00-08:00 (M W); TMS-4,
06:00-07:00 (daily); MDDCOMP, 08:00-12:00 (1st Monday of month).

the card is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the Univer-
sity Corporation for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply
approval or recommendation of the product to the exclusion of others.
David Maxey, Editor; Ann Cowley, Head, User Interfaces; Astrik Deir-
mendjian, Trouble/Design Reports; Sylvia Darmour, Summary of NCAR Computer
Use; Mary Bartels, Computer Resources Allocated.
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T User Interfaces Grup

The User Interfaces Group consists of the Consulting Project, the Documenta-
tion Project and the Training Project. The Consulting Project is described in
the following article.

As Group Head for the three groups, Ann Cowley retains overall responsibility
for User Interfaces. The actual project management of these groups is the
responsibility of each of the project leaders.

Ann is a member of the Cray User Group Steering Committee. In addition, she
chairs a working committee--the Wishlist Committee. The Wishlist is the means
by which Cray users convey suggestions for improvement and/or changes to Cray-
supported software.

The Consulting Project, left to right--Dave Kennison, Ann Cowley, Erich
Thanhardt, Harsh Anand Passi, Ken Hansen, Dan Anderson, and Barb Horner. Stu-
dent Assistants--Mike Ernst and Mike Pernice.

-3- aay 1, ]19 83
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Svmiltin u Project

The Consulting Project is led by Barbara Horner, and is one of three projects
which comprise the User Interfaces Group.

The main responsibility of the Project is to run the Consulting Office,
located in room 11A, ext. 579. The Consulting Office is the "front door" to
the Scientific Computing Division. The Office is staffed eight hours each
weekday, 08:30-12:30 and 13:00-17:00. At any time during office hours there
is a consultant on duty, and a backup consultant to handle overload. In addi-
tion, a message may be left at any time on ext. 313. In March 1983, the Pro-
ject provided service to 663 users who came into the Consulting Office for
assistance and 501 users who telephoned the Office.

The consulting staff provides a general orientation and introduction to the
facility for new users when this service is requested. This orientation
includes an explanation of the various SCD manuals and their use, how to read
the CRAY-I monitors, an explanation of the function of the Consulting Office,
an introduction to the IBM 4341, and an explanation of the mass storage device
VSN purge policy.

In addition to new user orientation, the Consulting Office is available to
help with any problems encountered by users of SCD's computers. Often, prob-
lems brought to the Consulting Office require more than a simple answer. When
this is the case, the consultant on duty is responsible for whatever testing,
research, or problem reporting is necessary to give the user a satisfactory
solution or a temporary way around the problem until the vendor can provide a
solution.

Currently, seven programmers and two student assistants carry this consulting
load. Staff members are kept abreast of the latest in hardwareand software
developments through weekly meetings, through attending courses, and through
sharing of knowledge among staff, each of whom is a specialist in a particular
area.

Since the Consulting Project staff are the most aware of problems encountered
by SCD users, they are often called upon to provide Trouble Reports, to review
and write documentation, to test new software, and to teach courses.

by Linda Besen

qhird Amiual Users CnF ewxe A-xuxRI

A tentative date of September 20-21, 1983 has been set for SCD's third annual
Users Conference to be held at the Hilton Harvest House in Boulder, Colorado.
If you have any conflicts with these dates, please contact Buck Frye by
returning the "Your Turn" mailer found at the back of this issue of The
Record.
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New Cray Analyst at NAR

With the arrival of the new CRAY-1 computer, NCAR now has an additional half-
time, on-site Cray applications analyst. Tom Engel will be at NCAR afternoons
daily, and is in Room 24B, ext. 585.

Tom has a B.S. degree in Meteorology and Physics from Iowa State University
and an M.S. degree in Astrogeophysics from the University of Colorado. A
practicing meteorologist, Tom has an NSF grant to perform analysis of surface
mesoscale network data taken during the CCOPE experiment of 1981. He has
spent most of the past year in Cray Research's Product Set Test Group.

by Linda Besen

Camges ti IIIER Amxess Procaures

For several months, UNINET (SCD's packet switching network), has been operat-
ing two networks in parallel, both providing access to NCAR computing ser-
vices. One of these is as described in the November 1982 issue of The Record,
(Volume 3, Number 10), and the other is an enhanced new network. The enhanced
network provides a number of advantages to our users, has been performing
satisfactorily, and is now available in nearly every location served by the
old network. For these reasons, and because the old service will soon be ter-
minated, we advocate use of the new network. However, the access procedures
are slightly modified, and the phone numbers are different. The following is
a revised description of UNINET and its access procedures.

Preliminaries

UNINET is part of United Telecom, Inc., and is a public packet switching net-
work available in most large and medium-sized cities via a local telephone
call. Access is gained by calling the nearest UNINET Packet Assembler
Disassembler (PAD) computer, which is connected to other PAD's and to NCAR
with high speed lines utilizing the CCITT standard X.25 protocol. This net-
work provides users with inexpensive, relatively error-free access to interac-
tive computing on the IBM 4341. Further details about packet switching net-
works and protocols may be found in the October 1982 issue of The Record,
(Volume 3, Number 10).

Before accessing UNINET, the user should understand the nature of the service
provided, and should have proper equipment for making the local connection to
UNINET. In this regard, the following points should be observed:

* At present, UNINET is configured at NCAR to provide interactive services
only. Thus, users of the MODCOMP and IBM remote batch systems (2780,
3780, HASP and UT200 protocols) should not expect UNINET to eliminate
their needs for long-distance phone calls.
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* Users of UNINET will have access to the IBM 4341 only through its 3705
communications controller. This provides a full range of interactive
services in "line mode", but does NOT provide full-screen support. Users
of full-screen support through the Series/1 or the 11/34 must continue to
use direct-dial phone calls to access these systems.

* The various UNINET access locations (PAD's) are configured to support the
most common data rates and modem types. Data rates from 110 to 1200 bits
per second (Baud) are supported, the most common being 300 bit/s (30
char/s) and 1200 bit/s (120 char/s). The user's modem (also called a
dataset or acoustic coupler) must be compatible with one of the Bell Sys-
tem 103 or 212A modems, or with the Vadic 3400 series modems.

* The UNINET PAD's are configured to support user terminals with the stan-
dard asynchronous protocol and ASCII character set. Each character datum
is assumed to comprise 7 bits of information, with various parity and
stop bit configurations handled automatically by UNINET. The 7 informa-
tion bits represent characters according to the American Standard Code
for Information Interchange (ASCII). Most asynchronous terminals in use
today are compatible with this protocol.

* UNINET is configured by default to support asynchronous terminals in
"host-echo" mode (also called "full-duplex" or "echo-plex" mode), even
though asynchronous terminals that are connected DIRECTLY to the 3705
must be operated in "local-echo" mode. That is, the UNINET PAD echoes
each character back to the user's terminal as it is typed. If necessary,
"local-echo" mode (also called "half-duplex" or "no echo-plex" mode)
operation may be obtained by modifying certain user settable PAD parame-
ters. (See below.)

Access Procedures

The actual procedures for accessing the IBM 4341 via UNINET are very simple.
First, the nearest UNINET PAD must be determined and its telephone number
noted. The most current list of UNINET access numbers is included as an
attachment to this issue of The Record, and the list is organized by state.
Once a telephone connection has been established with the local PAD (the typi-
cal modem tone or whistle will be heard), the user should begin data transmis-
sion with his modem or acoustic coupler.

At this time, a few characters "L?" should appear on the terminal, but they
may be garbled because the network requires some user input to become fully
matched to the user's terminal. The first data transmitted by the user should
be: carriage return, followed by period, followed by carriage return. That
is,

<return> . <return>

Having received these data, UNINET will respond with some network identifiers,

UNINET PAD xxxx PORT yy

and a service prompt,
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SERVICE :

to which the user is expected to respond. If this fails for some reason (such
as phone line noise), the user should make repeated attempts of the form,

<break> <return> . <return>

until the service prompt is received. It is possible at this point to enter
commands affecting the behavior of the PAD, but most cammonly, one initiates a
connection to NCAR by entering

NCR;xxxxxxxx <return>

where NCR (upper or lower case) identifies the intended host computer and
where xxxxxxxx is a valid 8 digit SCD project number.

NOTE: The field ";xxxxxxxx" is optional at present, but will be required this
summer (1983) to facilitate network management and resource accounting.

Once the service request has been entered, UNINET should respond,

*U001 000 CONNECTED O 30300007

and the host IBM 4341 should respond,

VM/370 ONLINE

which indicates readiness for logon.

Problems and Errors

There are a variety of possible causes for failure to establish a connection,
and these include the following examples with their symptoms:

* Modem carrier detected, but unable to communicate -- Possible mismatch
between terminal and modem speeds. Be sure that the data rate for the
terminal is set to that of the modem (300 or 1200 bits per second). Also
check power switches and cable connections.

* Fast busy signal -- Overloaded local telephone lines. Try again.

* Slow busy signal -- UNINET access number busy. Try again. If this
occurs with regularity, report it as a problem; UNINET is under contract
to provide enough lines so that busy signals are encountered no more than
once per 100 calls.

* Random data errors -- Noisy telephone lines. Try re-dialing. If this
occurs with regularity, report it as a problem; UNINET works with the
local telephone operating company to maintain satisfactory line quality
and workable multi-line rotaries. NOTE: Such errors occur almost
exclusively on the connection between the terminal and the PAD.

-7- May 1r , 19 83
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Communications within UNINET sustain error rates of less than 1 error per
billion characters transferred.

* Ring, no answer -- Problems with the PAD or telephone rotaries. Try re-
dialing, and report the problem.

* Connection established, but unexpectedly disconnected -- Problems with
the PAD or local telephone service. Try re-dialing, and report the prob-
lem if recurrent.

* UNINET responds, *UO10 xxx ILLEGAL ADDRESS -- Misspelled NCR or other
accessibility problems. If corrected spelling does not solve the prob-
lem, report it.

* UNINET responds, *U005 xxx NETWORK CONGESTION or *U033 000 ROUITE UNAVAIL-
ABLE -- Network unable to establish route to NCAR. Wait and try again.
Report problem if persistent; UNINET is under contract to provide enough
routes so that route failures occur less than once per 100 attempts.

* UNINET responds, *U011 xxx OUT OF ORDER -- Leased line between NCAR and
UNINET is down.

* UNINET responds, *U009 xxx REMOTE PROCEDURE ERROR -- Host system at NCAR
is down or malfunctioning.

* UNINET responds, *U012 xxx DISCONNECTED AT REQUEST OF HOST or *U013 xxx
DISCONNECTED BY HOST -- Host system at NCAR has terminated the connec-
tion. This occurs normally when the user logs off. Other occurrences
probably indicate host malfunction.

* UNINET responds, *U004 xxx HOST BUSY -- The IBM 4341 host system is con-
figured to support a maximum of 32 simultaneous UNINET users, and all 32
positions are occupied. Wait and try again.

Reporting Problems and Getting Help

UNINET maintains a customer service center, accessible via a WATS number,
that provides assistance and solves network problems 24 hours per day.
For network related problem reporting and assistance, call the toll-free
numbers:

800-821-5340 or (in Missouri) 800-892-5915

at any hour. For UNINET problems that appear related to the NCAR comput-
ers, or if the UNINET customer assistance is not completely satisfactory,
call NCAR and ask for Don Morris, Duke Smith, or Dave Fulker.

Usage Notes

Users of the IBM 4341 through UNINET have access to certain features that
are provided by the PAD computer. Many of these features are somewhat
complicated and unlikely to be required, but a few of them are quite con-
venient. Probably the most useful feature is "flow control", which

-8-
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permits the user to stop and restart the flow of data from the PAD. For
example, one can display a long listing on the terminal and temporarily
halt the display as desired.

To stop the flow of data from the PAD, the user must transmit a special
"xoff" character to the PAD. The character used is the ASCII DC3, which

is obtained as:

<control-S> or <alt-S>

on most terminals. To resume the flow (exactly where it stopped) the
user must transmit a special "xon" character to the PAD. The character
used is the ASCII DC1, which is obtained as:

<control-Q> or <alt-Q>

on most terminals.

There is, in fact, another way to halt the flow of data from the IBM 4341
to the user's terminal. This is to actually interrupt the IBM 4341 com-
munications by depressing the <break> key, causing the IBM 4341 to cease
output and listen for user input. An advantage of this approach is that
the user can issue certain "immediate commands" that are described in CMS

Command and Macro Reference published by IBM. The most common immediate
commands are the HT (halt typing) and HX (halt execution) instructions.
For example, in the course of a TYPE operation:

<break>

will cause the typing to halt,

HT <return>

will terminate the process, and the CMS prompt will appear. Alterna-
tively, instead of using HT, a simple:

<return>

will cause typing to resume. However, output data are usually lost, so

the recommendations are as follows: If the output is to be interrupted
temporarily (for examination), use the <control-S> <control-Q> sequence.
If the output is to be terminated, use the <break> HT (or HX) <return>
sequence.

The user can also control the functioning of the PAD by setting certain

parameters. These PAD parameters can be set when being prompted for SER-
VICE : by UNINET, and this can occur either at login time or during a
session. To obtain the SERVICE : prompt during the course of a session,
a user must transmit the ASCII DLE, which is obtained as <control-P> or
<alt-P> on most terminals. This temporarily suspends the session with
the host, and sets up an interactive exchange with the user permitting
the modification of the PAD parameters. Simply typing <return> will re-
establish the host session.

May 1, 1983-9-
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The various PAD parameters and their functions are beyond the scope of
this document, so interested users should contact Don Morris, Duke Smith,
or Dave Fulker for further information. The functions that can be
affected by the PAD parameters include echo-plex, flow control, character
deletion, line deletion, insertion of line feeds, packet forwarding, and
others.

by Dave Fulker

Ckmuter utput Mailing and Distribitian Update

The following two procedures are no longer necessary, as use of distribu-
tion codes and site identifications mentioned in the March 1983 issue of
The Record (Volume 4, Number 3) is working quite well.

1. It is no longer necessary to have the following statement in your
IBM 4341 PROFILE EXEC:

CP SPOOL PRIN'ER CLASS M

2. It is no longer necessary to put "S - site code" or " - MAIL" in
your microfiche titles.

by Buck Frye

emrial Services eld for CDC 7600

On April 8, 1983, at 10:00 a.m., the ceremonial click of a switch sig-
nalled the end of the CDC 7600 camputer's days at NCAR. The CDC 7600 was
SCD's oldest mainframe computer, having been installed in 1971. The
"wake's" festivities included a trumpet rendition of "taps" by David
Fulker, and reminiscent remarks by Walter Orr Roberts and Walter Macin-
tyre.

Robert Niffenegger, manager of SCD Operations, presented plaques to the
current and past members of CDC's field engineering staff in appreciation
of their service. A large plaque listing all of CDC's on-site engineers
who had served on the maintenance staff during the lifetime of the CDC
7600 was accepted by Control Data Corporation.

Refreshments and nostalgia were shared by many NCAR employees and visit-
ing members of the SCD Advisory Panel. (Photos on next page.)

by Mary Trembour
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Top left--CDC 7600 Operations Scope; top right--Chuck Leith disconnecting
the power to the CDC 7600; bottom left--Roger Bullert, head engineer in
charge of maintenance for the CDC 7600, accepting plaque from Bob Nif-
fenegger; bottom right--Bob Niffenegger and George Fuentes making the
last entry on CDC 7600 time log.

-11- May 1, 1983
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Tie CI S-1 Utility GRESE

CRAY-1 users whose jobs obtain software source from public libraries
CRAYLIB, IMSL, TESTLIB, ULIB, XLIB, PORTLIB, and SOURCE are encouraged to
use CRAY-1 utility GETSRC rather than the ACQUIRE/TBMCONV utilities. The
reason for this is that ACQUIRE/TBMCONV usage on public libraries
involves volumes created on the CDC 7600, and these volumes cannot be
kept current since the CDC 7600 left, whereas GETSRC obtains current
source from CRAY-1 datasets.

The following JCL line puts CRAYLIB file CONREC in local dataset CNTOUR:

GETSRC (LIB=CRAYLIB ,FILE=CONREC ,L=CNTOUR)

Full documentation may be obtained from the Consulting Office, Ext. 579.

by Richard Valent

SEC Library Availahle on the Q!Y-1

The SLATEC (Sandia Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Air Force
Weapons Laboratory Technical Exchange Commlittee) library is now available
at NCAR, along with- online documentatron that describes how to use each
of the routines in the collection.

The SLATEC common mathematical library is a collection of routines for
scientific calculations. It results from an experiment in resource shar-
ing by the computing departments of Energy Laboratories and other affili-
ated organizations with an objective to cooperatively assemble and
install at each site a mathematical subroutine library characterized by
portability, good numerical technology, good documentation, robustness
and quality assurance. Thus, programs transported from one site to
another will have access to a common set of mathematical routines via the
SLATEC library. The effort began in 1977, with the library being
installed at all sites in 1981. The library is designed by users with
users in mind. For example, they have included user-oriented "drivers"
to solve; problems in linear systems and eigenanalysis by a single subrou-
tine call using routines fromn LINPACK or EISPACK. These drivers provide
for argument checking and error reporting. One other advantage of the
SLATEC library over commercial libraries such as IMSL, NAG, and PORT, is
that all SLATEC software is in the public danain, hence SLATBC software
can be copied or incorporated in user's programs to be taken elsewhere
because there are no proprietary restrictions or copyrights. Conse-
quently, inclusion of this software library should be a welcome addition.

The SLATEC library currently has more than 544 user-level routines, thus
it is not practical to publish descriptions of all of these routines in
The Record. There is much overlap between the SLATEC library and other
CRAY-1 libraries such as LINPACK, EISPACK, FUNPACK, AMOSLIB and $SCILIB.

-12- MaylT 1,. 1983
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A sampling of few additional capabilities not currently available in
other software collections is given below.

1. FNLIB [1] package (collection of special functions). It offers
variable accuracy as a function of mantissa length and exponent
range.

2. Portable random number routines for uniform and normal distribu-
tions.

3. "Quick-sort" [2] sorting routines for integer and real variables.

4. Ordinary differential equations solvers which use the DEPAC [3]
software design.

The SLATEC routines have capabilities in the areas listed below:

1. Special Functions

2. Roots/Zeroes of Functions, Simultaneous Nonlinear Equations

3. Quadrature, Ordinary Differential Equations

4. Interpolation and Approximation

5. Vector Operations, Eigenanalysis, Simultaneous Linear Equations

6. Randcm Numbers

7. Sorting

8. Error Handling

A write-up containing names along with a brief description of all subpro-
grams is available in the Consulting Office library. The brief descrip-
tions have also been included in the online NCAR Software Catalog under
the appropriate category. To list the brief surmaries of all the routine
names and purposes, run a CRAY-1 job that includes the following command:

GETDOC ,LIB=SLATE ,DOC=SUMMARY.

To list the categories by which all NCAR software resources are organ-
ized, run a CRAY-l job that includes the following command:

GITC , LIB=DOCLIBDOC=CATEGORIES.

To list all of the routines descriptions, including SLATEC, NAG, IMSL,
and POr descriptions of routine names under any particular category (for
example, category "F4al. Real Full Non-Symmetric Linear Systems"), run a
CRAY-1 job that includes the following commrand:

GETDOC ,LIB=DOCLIB ,DOC=F4al.
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To list the online write-up for a SLATEC routine (i.e., the routine named
SGEFS), run a CRAY-1 job that includes the following command:

GETDOC, LIB=SLATEC ,DOC=SGEFS, L=$OUT.

To access SLATEC FORTRAN source files from the CRAY-l, use the GETSRC
utility. For example, to list the source for SGEFS and SGEIR, include
the following command in the CRAY-1 job:

GETSRC ,LIB=SLATEC,FILE= (SGEFS: SGEIR) ,L=$OUT.

SLATEC is available as an object library on the CRAY-1.

To access the CRAY-1 object library, include SLATEC in the list of param-
eter values for the LIB keyword on the LDR statement. For example:

LDR,LIB=SLATEC.

loads any needed routines from SLATEC after loading from the default
libraries.

References

1. Fullerton, W.F., 1977: "Portable Special Function Routines." Porta-
bility of Numerical Software, W. Cowell editor, Springer-verlag.

2. Singleton, R.C., 1969: "An efficient algorithm for sorting with
minimal storage." Algorithm 347, CACM, 12(3), pp. 185, 187.

3. Shampine, L.F. & H.A. Watts, September 1980: "DEPAC-Design of a User
Oriented package of ODE Solvers." Sandia National Labs Report, 79-
2374.

For further information, contact Harsh Anand Passi (ext. 576).

by Harsh Anand Passi

I+M. an the C AY-1

The NCAR Software and Libraries Group has acquired edition 9 of the IMSL
library from International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries Incor-
porated, and has installed it on the CRAY-l. Both edition 9 and its
predecessor edition 8.1 are available in source and binary form. CRAY-I
job access of source, documentation, and binary libraries is discussed
below. The new edition contains some entries not found in the old one,
and sane of the old entries are missing from the new edition. These
incongruities are listed below. Users should begin converting their jobs
to take advantage of new features in edition 9. The binary library for
edition 8.1 will be kept until September 20 for the convenience of users.

-14-
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Binary Libraries

Jobs using the binary library for edition 9 of IMSL must contain the fol-
lowing statements:

ACQUIRE ,DN=IMSLIB, PDN=IMSL9 ,MF=TB.
LDR, LIB=IMSLIB.

Jobs using edition 8.1 of IMSL must contain the statement:

LDR,LIB=IMSLIB.

Both instances of the LDR statement above may contain other parameters as
described in the CRAY-OS Reference Manual.

Source and Documentation

Users who need to access the source code or documentation for individual
IMSL routines should use the utilities GETSRC and GETDOC. For example,
the following CRAY-1 statements:

GETDOC (LIB=IMSL9 ,DOC= (ABIBN:NDKER) ,L=$OUT)
GETSRC (LIB=IMSL9 ,FILE= (ABIBN :NDKER) ,L=STUFF)

retrieve documentation and source for IMSL routines ABIBN and NDKER (edi-
tion 9). Note that the source resulting from the GETSRC statement
resides as two files on local dataset STUFF, and thus requires two CFT
statements for compilation. Users may obtain source and documentation
for edition 8 of IMSL by substituting LIB=IMSLIB for LIB=IMSL9 in the
above statements.

In using IMSL products at NCAR, users must adhere to IMSL's subscription
policy: usage is restricted to the computational system(s) for which
subscription has been purchased. At present, this limits users to use of
source and binary versions of the IMSL library on the old CRAY,C1
although NCAR is in the process of purchasing an IMSL subscription for
the new CRAY,CA. Agreements with IMSL must be made if application pro-
grams containing embedded object from IMSL library routines are to be
distributed outside of NCAR. Users with questions on proprietary library
software should contact Richard Valent (Ext. 610) at the Mesa Lab in
Boulder for the exact library subscription policies.

IMSL manuals for edition 9 will be available for reference in the docu-
mentation roaom next to the Consulting Office in the Mesa Lab.

Incongruities with edition 8.1

Edition 9 now consists of 517 user subroutines covering the general
fields of mathematics and statistics. This reflects 40 new subroutines
and 19 deleted routines. The deleted routines are:

__ -M Af ^ 0
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DBCEVJ -
DBLINT
EQRH1F-
FTCMP-
PIMPS -
FIMXL
FTRN -
IBCEVJ -
IBCICU -
NMKEN
USCRDM -
USHIST -
USHIUT -
USHV1 -

USPLT -

USPLTJD -
USRM4-
USRDV -

ZSYS'M -

replaced by DBCEVL
replaced
deleted
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
deleted
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
deleted
deleted
replaced

by DBLIN

by FICP
by FIM
by 73L
by T]TR
by IBCEVL
by IBCCCU
by NMKN

by
by
by
by
by

USHST
USHST2
USHHST
USPLD
USPTOD

by ZSIOW and ZSCNT

The new user routines are:

IBCCC
IBCEVL
LEQIF
LEQOF
MERRCZ
E'tBSIN
M?.BSIR

M?BSJNMBSJR .
N~MBSKR

Highlights of Edition 9 are described below.
excerpted fran the IMSL product announcement letter

This text has
for Edition 9.

Basic Statistics

Two new routines for frequency tabulations have been added to Chapter B
of the Library. One, BDTAB, tabulates counts for multivariate data and
the other BJYIWr, forms two-way tables and ccxmputes the Pearson chi-
squared statistic. Three other routines perform computations of statis-
tics such as means, variances, covariances, skewness and kurtosis coeffi-
cients, and confidence limits. These new routines allow 'differential
weighting of the observations; hence, the new routine for bivariate
statistics, BECOVW, will simplify the computations for weighted regres-
sion, using the routines of Chapter R. These routines also allow specif-
ication of missing values and provide user options for handling of obser-
vations with missing values. There are three new easy-to-use routines
for producing histograms and a new routine for producing probability
plots for normal, lognormal, half-normal, exponential, Weibull, and
extreme value distributions.

BDTAB
BD'IWr
BECO VW
BESTA2
BESTAT
CLIFE
DBCEVL
DBLIN
DBLIN
DPDES

DRVIE
DVCPR
EIGZS
FRCP
FTMA
FIML
BTTR
GGCOR
GGTAB
GGVMS

I?4BZIN
MBZJN

EMDEN
ELINC
MMLJND
M LINF
MKLINJ
NWPL
r'tWPL1
MWPQ

MSENO
NAFRE

USHST
USHST2
USPLO
USPRP
USWOH

USvM
USwcV
VSAR
VSODA
VSORA
ZSPOC
ZXLSF
ZXMqD

been
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Other Statistical Procedures

A new routine in Chapter C is provided for life table analysis. The rou-
tine will produce the usual statistics for either a current life table or
a cohort table. Friedman's tests and nonparametric multiple comparisons
in a randomized complete block design are performed by a new routine in
Chapter N. Some of the routines in Chapter F for time series analysis
have been replaced by routines which are more stable in computing prelim-
inary maximum likelihood estimates.

Differential Equations, Quadrature, and Differentiation

A subroutine to solve a partial differential equation system of the form
ut=f(x,t,u,u ,u ) using a collocation method combined with the method of
lines ( a modif ed version of DGEAR is used to solve the stiff ODE's) has
been added. A boundary value problem solver, based on IMSL Advisor Vic-
tor Pereyra's work, which uses finite differences with deferred correc-
tions, and a Gaussian integration routine designed for integrating mul-
tivariate functions over hyperrectangles are also featured additions.
Other new subroutines integrate a bivariate function over non-rectangular
regions and calculate derivatives of a user-supplied function. DGEAR has
also been modified to handle banded Jacobians such as frequently arise in
solving partial differential equations.

Eigensystem Analysis

A new subroutine has been added to solve the generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem Ax=XBx when A and B are symmetric and B is positive definite. This
situation arises frequently in differential equation calculations.

Random Number Generation

There are new routines for generation of variates from a von Mises dis-
tribution, for generation of a random correlation matrix, and for genera-
tion of a random contingency table with given row and column totals.
This latter routine may be useful in estimation of probabilities of vari-
ous table configurations.

Interpolation, Approximation, Smoothing

The IMSL routine which calculates the coefficients of a bicubic spline
has been replaced by a much more efficient routine written by IMSL Advi-
sor Carl de Boor. Routine IQHSCV, for bivariate interpolation to scat-
tered data, has been modified according to a suggestion by Richard Franke
of the Naval Postgraduate School to use a better derivative estimation
algorithm, resulting in improved accuracy.

Linear Algebraic Equations

Two new routines are designed to efficiently solve very large linear sys-
tems. Users in a virtual memory environment may choose LEQIF to drasti-
cally cut down on the number of page faults when solving a large system,
while other users may choose LEQOF to solve the system out of core.
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Special Functions

New routines for Weierstrass P-functions and their derivatives for both
the lemniscatic and equianharmonic cases have been added to Chapter M.
Seven new routines in Chapter M compute Bessel functions and modified
Bessel functions of the first kind, and modified Bessel functions of the
second kind. Other new routines compute exponential integrals of general
order and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first, second, or third
kind. Another new Chapter M routine computes expected values of normal
order statistics.

Utility Functions

The Edition 9 printer plotting routines have a much simpler input
sequence, particularly as regards the input of title and axis labeling
information. New routines have been added for easy printing of complex
vectors and matrices.

Sorting

Sorting a matrix using keys in the rows or columns is performed by four
new routines in the Edition 9 Library. Two of these new routines are
easy-to-use versions with very simple calling sequences for sorting
columns only. The other two allow several options, such as sorting rows
or columns by algebraic or by absolute value or by their 1-1, 1-2, or 1-
oo norms, in ascending or descending sequence. In addition, they can
keep track of the sort in a permutation vector which is- returned to the
user and/or provide an index of the distinct rows or columns. The option
of leaving the original matrix unchanged (i.e. performing a detached key
sort) is also available.

Zero and Extrema

A new routine for solving non-linear systems based on the MINPACK imple-
mentation of IMSL Advisor M.J.D. Powell's hybrid algorithm has been added
to the Edition 9 Library. Another new subroutine from Advisor Powell
finds a minimum of a single argument function. Both routines should work
well both near and moderately far from the solution.

Another subroutine attempts to find the global minimum of a multivariate
function in a hyperrectangle. This program uses ZSRCH to generate vari-
ous initial values and implements a change of variables which converts
all possible global minima (including those on the boundary) into local
minima. ZXMIN is then invoked to find and compare the local minima of
the now unconstrained problem.

by Richard Valent
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CRAY-1 Utility Provides TMS-4 Dedicated Reel Information

Users of TMS-4 Dedicated reels now have an online means of checking
writeable space left on their assigned reels. A short CRAY-1 utility
program called DTLIST may be used to get this information. The output
fran IDLIST is a numerically-ordered listing of all Dedicated reels,
showing the number of writeable blocks remaining and the percentage of
space left on each reel. Reels which are over 90% full are flagged with
an asterisk.

A typical deck setup to run the CRAY-1 utility is shown below:

JOB, JN=jobname ,US=userproj ect.
DTLIST.
EXIT.

by Mary Trembour

rDo e tation Upate

The purpose of this column is to announce revisions, updates and new
documents of interest to the user of SCD's computers.

Included at various times will be documents issued by SCD, by NCAR but
outside SCD, by IBM, and by Cray Research, Inc. Directions for obtaining
the documents are included.

Please note that manuals ordered from SCD will take approximately two
weeks to reach you. This is because we use the library rate to mail our
manuals.

SCD Documents

An Overview of the NCAR Computing Environment (NCAR Technical Note
NCAR/TN-177+IA) has been revised and is available franom Sal Farfan (room
17G, ext. 346). Copies are also available in the Computing Library (roanom
9C).

"STATLIB -- Software Package for Statistical Analysis" is now available
fram the Consulting Office (Room 11A, ext. 579).

IBM Documents

The FORTRAN compiler on the IBM was updated to FORTVS, Release 2.0 during
April. This means that all FORTRAN manuals purchased from IBM need to be
updated at this time. The manuals that users are most likely to have
purchased are listed below with the current release number:

-19-
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GC26-3983-3

GC26-3985-3

GC26-3986-2

GC26-3989-1

SX26-3731-2

VS FORTRAN Compiler and Library: General Information

VS FORTRAN Application Programming: Guide

VS FORTRAN Application Programming: Language Reference

VS FORTRAN Application Programming: Library Reference

VS FORTRAN Application Programming: Source-Time Reference
Summary

IBM 4341 Users Can Now Request Documentation By Online Mail

Users of the IBM 4341 may request documents by sending online messages to
Sal Farfan via the command "TO SAL". He will read his mail twice a day
and answer requests as soon as they have been received. If you are not
familiar with the TO command, the HELP facility may be invoked by typing
"HELP TO".

by Linda Besen

eeting aOf the c) Advisory Panel Sduad

Requests from outside users for a total of more than five hours on the
CRAY-ls must be considered by the Advisory Panel for the Scientific Com-
puting Division. The Panel will meet October 20-21, 1983. University
users should submit large requests to John Adams or Cicely Ridley of the
Scientific Computing Division by August 12, 1983. Nine to ten weeks are
needed for the prereview of requests and for the preparation, printing
and distribution of Panel materials.

Sury of [aily Billetin Ities

Below is a summary of some items which have appeared in the Daily Bul-
letin (the NEWS file for remote entry users). These items concerned sys-
tems changes, operations procedures, and other news of general interest.
They may still be of interest to users and are listed below by topic and
date.

CRAY-l:

March 30, 1983
How the Job Queue Manager Works: Jobs entering the CRAY,C1 will follow
the normal loading rules until the job execution slots for a given class
are full. When the execution slots for a given job class are full, any
jobs entering the machine will be queued for that class. These jobs will
not appear on the CRAY scope! When an execution slot becomes available,

-20-
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a job will be brought out of the queue and put into that slot. CRAY,Cl
job queue status will be printed out and posted on the boards in the
machine roam.

April 7, 1983
SOFIWARE MODIFICATIONS: The system plot package PLOT. 8.8 (on CRAYLIB and
$NCARLB) and random contouring packages CONRAN, CONRAQ, CONRAS, and CON-
TERP (on ULIB and $NCARLB) have been modified. These updates did not
preserve line numbers, and users who are modifying source in these files
may be affected. For PLOT.8.8, the only users who will be affected are
those who are modifying the FLASH routines from the CRAYLIB source. Con-
tact Richard Valent (ext. 610) if you have questions.

April 11, 1983
CRAY,C1 BACKGROUND: In order to enter jobs into the CRAY background
queues, use the CL parameter on the JOB card as in the following example:

JOB ,JN=xxxxxxx ,US=xxxxxxxxxxxx ,CL=BKG, T=xxxxx,OLM=xxxx.

The system will determine on the basis of time limit whether the job will
be placed in the BKGND1 or BKGND2 class as before.

April 14, 1983
Users must remove all 7600 JCL from their programs! No jobs should be
submitted to the CRAY-1 which have any 7600 references! This includes
DISPOSE and ACQUIRE statements of all kinds which have MF=76!

MODCOMP/CRAY,Cl: The MODCOMP is up and operating in the following mode:
Jobs are going between the MODCOMP and the CRAY-1. Users may get a
status of "UNKNOWN" or "MISSING" for their job. If this occurs, we are
asking users to be patient because the job's output should be received,
but at a slower rate than before. We are also requesting that users NOT
resubmit their jobs if they get this status because this situation will
not be conducive to the work in progress to solve the problems. We
appreciate your patience and cooperation.

An improved job queue manager is in serial #3 this morning.

SOFTWARE MODIFICATIONS: HAFTON on ULIB and $NCARLB has been updated to
incorporate some efficiency improvements and metafile size reductions.
The compiled code will be about 100 words larger. There will be some
disruption of card numbers, mainly in the ranges 497-506 and 592-632.

IBM 4341:

April 12, 1983
Users are requested to please indicate the "RING IN or RING OUT" require-
ments for their tape jobs on the IBM 4341. (Use the HELP GETTAPE facil-
ity on the IBM 4341 for more information). These tape jobs should be run
and the tapes released as soon as possible in in order to free up tape
drives for other users. Users are encouraged to obtain the current docu-
mentation on tape handling techniques using the IBM 4341 from the Con-
sulting Office.
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The EXECs STATUS and NETWORK on NCARLIBS have been updated to reflect the
recent Network changes brought on by the retirement of the CDC 7600 and
the installation of the new CRAY-l.

MISCELLANEOUS:

March 23, 1983
REELS NEEDED: The microfilm department requests users to recycle any
unneeded film. The supply of reels is running low.

March 24, 1983
SPECIAL REMINDER TO USERS: Please send Operations a tape list when using
1/2" tapes.

April 11, 1983
DMSP DOCUMENTATION: There have been several changes in the keywords and
values for the TEXT, ACQUIRE, and DISPOSE fields by DMSP. Full documen-
tation on these changes is available in the Consulting Office.

April 14, 1983
NOTE TO USERS OF -PTRANS and -PAUTO: Due to a typographical error, the
latest issue of The Record contains a misprint of the correct format of
these two entities. Instead of:

-PTRANS or -PAUTO

you should use either:

-PTRANS (or -PAUTO) or
$PTRANS (or $PAUTO)

-22- lllay 1, 1983
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Sir'y of TEAR Crutter Use for Marh 1983

7600 COMPUTER

MARCH FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total- Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 4368.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 23.23 .749 122.81 .675
less Hardware Downtime 35.10 1.132 89.13 .490
less Software Downtime 0.00 0.000 .30 .002
less Environmental Downtime 32.17 1.038 58.26 .320
less Operations Use 2.00 .065 53.48 .294
less Other Causes .95 .031 24.00 .132

Clock Hours Up 650.55 20.985 4020.02 22.088
less Systems Checkout .03 .001 .21 .001

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 650.52 20.985 4019.81 22.087
less Idle Time 4.09 .132 431.64 2.372

Clock Hours In Use 646.43 20.853 3588.17 19.715
% Available Hours Used 99.37 % 89.26 %

CRAY-l COMPUTER

MARCH FISCAL Y D
Total Day Avg. Total. Day Av.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 4368.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 15.80 .510 93.13 .512
less Hardware Downtime 12.82 .414 41.85 .230
less Software Downtime 10.88 .351 20.28 .111
less Environmental Downtime 40.25 1.298 62.96 .346
less Operations Use .18 .006 1.60 .009
less Other Causes 4.73 .153 21.08 .116

Clock Hours Up 659.34 21.269 4127.10 22.676
less Systems Checkout 5.03 .162 32.24 .177

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 654.31 21.107 4094.86 22.499
less Idle Time 2.04 .066 21.49 .118

ClEock Hours in Use 652.27 21.041 4073.37 22.381
% Available Hours Used 99.69 % 99.48 %
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q mputr Resources Allocated in March 1983

CCU KCRU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc. Request i Alloc.

Steven A. Orszag
M.I.T.

Julian P. McCreary
Nova University

David G. Murcray
Univ. of Denver

John T. Merrill
Univ. of R.I.

Greg Holloway/
Colin Shen
Inst. of Ocean Sci.
Sidney, B.C. CANADA

Tsutcmu Takahashi
Univ. of Hawaii

Tsing-Chang Chen
Iowa State Univ.

Chin S. Lin
S.W. Research Inst.

Hassan Aref
Brown Univ.

Jurgen Garbrecht/
H. W. Shen
Colo. St. Univ.

Philip S. Brown
CEM

Small scale structure
of turbulence

A model of tropical
ocean-atmosphere
coupling

Laboratory spectra of
stratospheric molecules

Meteorological analysis
for SEAREX

Interaction of internal
waves, turbulence and
fine structure

A study of cloud
electrification in
cumulus clouds

NCAR & GLAS general
circulation models

Stormtime magnetic
turbulence in the
magnetosphere

Dynamics of interfaces
by the vortex in
cell method

The physical basis
of surface water
hydrology

Kinetic energy spectra
of northern hemisphere
westerlies

5.0

4.0

5.0

1.0

2.0

5.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

4.2

4.0

5.0

4.0

5.0

1.0

2.0

5.0

4.0

5.0

5.0

4.2

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

I i a4
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UN I N E T, IN C.
UNINET SERVICE NUMBERS

NETWORK ACCESS PHONE NUMBERS BY STATE
INFORMATION LAST UPDATED ON - 20-APR-83

CITY AREA 10 TO
DENS CODE 120 CPS

STATE
CITY

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM HI

ARIZONA
PHOENIX MED
TUCSON MED

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK MED

CALIFORNIA
BEVERLY HILLS HI
EL SEGUNDO HI
NEWPORT BEACH HI
OAKLAND HI
PALO ALTO HI
POMONA MED
SACRAMENTO HI
SAN DIEGO MED
SAN FRANCISCO HI
SAN JOSE HI
SAN MATEO HI
VALLEJO LOW
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS LOW
DENVER HI
GRAND JUNCTION LOW
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD MED
NEW HAVEN MED
NEW LONDON LOW
STAMFORD HI
WATERBURY MED
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON
FLORIDA

CAPE CANAVERAL
FORT LAUDERDALE
JACKSONVILLE
LEESBURG
MIAMI
ORLANDO
SAINT PETERSBURG
SARASOTA
TALLAHASSEE
TAMPA

GEORGIA
ATLANTA
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINGTON

HI

LOW
MED
LOW
LOW
MED
MED
LOW
MED
LOW
MED

HI

205 251-0252

602 253-1940
602 624-7445

501 372-5098*

213 932-0116
213 615-3014
714 553-1740
415 465-6205
415 965-2701
714 623-1464
916 443-2472
619 569-9213
415 391-6046
408 293-9767
415 573-0624
707 643-0035

303 636-5104*
303 740-8649
303 241-2911

203 549-6100
203 773-3865
203 444-7735
203 323-2163
203 755-4808

202 347-3337

305
305
904
904
305
305
813
813
904
813

784-1180
467-6504
725-5427
326-4195
374-1001
894-4815
821-7561
365-3028
224-0462
229-6749

404 252-0999

HI 309 827-4671



U N I N E T, IN C.
UNINET SERVICE NUMBERS

NETWORK ACCESS PHONE NUMBERS BY STATE
INFORMATION LAST UPDATED ON - 20-APR-83

CITY AREA 10 TO
DENS CODE 120 CPS

STATE
CITY

CHICAGO
ROCKFORD
URBANA

INDIANA
EVANSVILLE
FORT WAYNE
INDIANAPOLIS
SOUTH BEND

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS

KANSAS
TOPEKA
WICHITA
KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
LOUISVILLE

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE
NEW ORLEANS

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

MASSACHUSETTS
NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD
WALTHAM
MICHIGAN

DEARBORN
DETROIT
JACKSON
KALAMAZOO
LANSING
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
ST CLOUD

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY
SAINT LOUIS

NEBRASKA
COLUMBUS
OMAHA

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS

NEW HAMPSHIRE
HANOVER

NEW JERSEY
BRANCHBURG
CHERRY HILL

HI
HI
LOW

HI
MED
HI
HI

312
815
217

812
219
317
219

663-9600
226-5720
367-9703

423-5621
484-0376
236-9638
232-7907

HI 319 363-0196

HI 913 232-2087
LOW 316 264-9505

MED 606 278-0558
MED 502 589-6560

LOW 504 387-5294
MED 504 529-7323

HI 301 727-8700

MED
HI
HI

HI
HI
MED
LOW
HI

413
413
617

313
313
517
616
517

584-3932
734-6447
890-1808

581-4844*
358-5780
782-0520
342-1008
321-8311

MED 612 544-6292
MED 612 259-0512*

HI 816 474-1129
MED 314 878-7705

MED 402 564-3461
MED 402 345-4913

HI 702 383-5931

MED 603 643-6390

HI
HI

201 722-2261
609 482-5293
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UNINET SERVICE NUMBERS

NETWORK ACCESS PHONE NUMBERS BY STATE
INFORMATION LAST UPDATED ON - 20-APR-83

CITY AREA 10 TO
DENS CODE 120 CPS

STATE
CITY

MORRIS TOWN
NEWARK
PISCATAWAY
PRINCETON
RIVER EDGE
ROSELAND
TRENTON
WOODBRIDGE
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW YORK
BUFFALO
LATHAM
NEW YORK
ROCHESTER

NORTH CAROLINA
BEAUFORT
CHARLOTTE
RALEIGH

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARK

OHIO
AKRON
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS
DAYTON
DELAWARE
TOLEDO
OKLAHOMA
BARTLESVI LLE
OKLAHOMA CITY
TULSA
PENNSYLVANIA
COLLEGEVILLE
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
READING

SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA
SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY
SIOUX FALLS

TENNESSEE
BRISTOL
CHATTANOOGA
JOHNSON CITY

HI
HI
MED
HI
HI
HI
HI
HI

201
201
201
609
201
201
609
201

993-8749*
623-7863
463-8901
924-6560*
967-8122
226-0220
393-1930*
750-9190

MED 505 242-7802

MED
HI
HI
HI

MED
MED
MED

716
518
212
716

919
704
919

856-5357
785-0661
736-3660
271-3481

728-6525
365-3880
782-3930

LOW 701 222-4844

MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
LOW
MED

MED
MED
MED

HI
HI
MED
HI

216
513
216
614
513
614
419

918
405
918

215
215
412
215

434-9374
381-7404
447-3470
464-9941
222-5392
363-4656
255-7847

336-9447
842-1560
7472431*

489-2112
567-3340
931-9360
375-6186

MED 803 254-5628

HI 605 341-8882*
MED 605 332-6421*

LOW
HI
LOW

615
615
615

968-5360*
265-2470
926-2107
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UNINET SERVICE NUMBERS

NETWORK ACCESS PHONE NUMBERS BY STATE
INFORMATION LAST UPDATED ON - 20-APR-83

CITY AREA 10 TO
DENS CODE 120 CPS

STATE
CITY

KNOXVILLE
TEXAS

AMARILLO
AUSTIN
DALLAS
GRAND PRAIRIE
HOUSTON
SAN ANTONIO

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY
VERMONT

RUTLAND
VIRGINIA
COVINGTON
NORFOLK
RICHMOND
WASHINGTON

EVERETT
SEATTLE
SPOKANE

WI SCONS IN
MILWAUKEE
RACINE

WYOMING
LARAMIE

HI

LOW
LOW
HI
HI
HI
MED

615 522-7181

806
512
214
214
713
512

372-3503
447-0386
368-3100
263-1480
552-9659
647-0031

MED 801 364-8985

HI

MED
MED
HI

LOW
MED
MED

802 775-1104

703
804
804

206
206
509

962-3981
423-5705
226-4676

339-1337
644-2890
838-7715

MED 414 258-4467
MED 414 554-5414

HI 307 721-3049

* INDICATES RECORD CHANGED IN THE LAST 45 DAYS
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